Abstract: This paper presents a method to detect and classify the high impedance fault that occur in the medium voltage (MV) distribution network using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). The network is designed using MATLAB software R2014b and various faults such as high impedance, symmetrical and unsymmetrical fault have been applied to study the effectiveness of the proposed ANFIS classifier method. This is achieved by training the ANFIS classifier using the features (standard deviation values) extracted from the three-phase fault current signal by DWT technique for various cases of fault with different values of fault resistance in the system. The success and discrimination rate obtained for identifying and classifying the high impedance fault from the proffered method is 100% whereas the values are 66.7% and 85% respectively for conventional fuzzy based approach. The results indicate that the proposed method is more efficient to identify and discriminate the high impedance fault from other faults in the power system.
Introduction
The design of protective devices has been a great challenge for power system engineers to ensure the reliability and security of a power system. To achieve this, the protection equipment or components in power system need to be designed for accurate detection and classification of fault in the system. The various abnormalities that occur in electrical distribution networks are capacitor switching, high impedance faults, line faults and sudden load rejection and so on. Among these disturbances, the detection of high impedance faults on electrical power system networks have been one of the most challenging phenomenon faced by the today's electric utility industry [1] . Over the years, the typical protection schemes used to detect the fault in the system involves only the low impedance faults (i.e., the fault with infinitesimal low resistance) and it outperforms to locate the faults. On the flipside, the resistance of the fault path is very high when one of phases of the transmission line makes electrical contact with a semi-insulated object such as tree, pole, surface of the road, gravels, 
Background of Wavelet Analysis
The transform theory such as Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) technique gives the information about the signal localized only in frequency, the time at which particular disturbance or fault occurred in the signal is lost. Therefore, to overcome such drawbacks wavelet analysis were used in the proposed work to localize the signal both in time and frequency simultaneously which helps to detect the time of occurrence of fault or disturbances effectively.
Wavelet Transform is an effective mathematical tool used to analyze the signal with transients or discontinuities such as the post-fault voltage or current waveform. The wavelet transform uses the basis function of wide functional form and has features such as short windows at high frequencies and long windows at low frequencies as shown in Figure 3 . A number of different wavelets have been used to approximate any given function with each wavelet being generated from one original wavelet, called a mother wavelet. The new elements formed called daughter wavelets, are scaled (dilated) and translated (time shifted) versions of the original wavelet. 
Wavelet Transform is an effective mathematical tool used to analyze the signal with transients or discontinuities such as the post-fault voltage or current waveform. The wavelet transform uses the basis function of wide functional form and has features such as short windows at high frequencies and long windows at low frequencies as shown in Figure 3 . A number of different wavelets have been used to approximate any given function with each wavelet being generated from one original wavelet, called a mother wavelet. The new elements formed called daughter wavelets, are scaled (dilated) and translated (time shifted) versions of the original wavelet. The dilated or compressed form of mother wavelet implies scaling and shifting of mother wavelet in the time domain is called translation. The wavelet transform can be analyzed in two ways such as Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Among these two methods, the latter is extensively used because of the following reasons [23, 24] ,
•
CWT requires a large number of scales to show the signal components, which makes it useless for online application.
• CWT is highly redundant transform as its wavelet coefficients contain more information than necessary.
• CWT provides the region where the fault occurs, but DWT localize the fault more efficient.
• DWT preserve all the information of the function with minimum number of wavelet coefficients.
Computational time is faster for DWT analysis.
• Construction of CWT inverse is more difficult.
Due to the above disadvantages of CWT, in this proposed work the DWT based signal processing technique was used for location of fault in the power system.
Proposed HIF Detection Methodology
This section presents the methodology to detect the HIF in a MV distribution network as well as distinguish them from other faults in the system which comprises of 2 stages.
Initially (pre-processing Stage), the three phase current signal obtained using MATLAB simulation of MV radial distribution system is analyzed using wavelet analysis to obtain the feature extraction or data for training. In the second (Classification) stage, the ANFIS is trained to classify the state of the feeder network. The structure of proposed scheme using the application of wavelet transform and ANFIS to identify the faults is represented in Figure 4 by a simple block diagram describing the various stages and which is explained in detailed as below,
Step 1-Pre-processing: The fault current is obtained by simulating the MV distribution network with various faults in the power system.
Step 2-Processing: The original fault current signal is extracted from noise by decomposing the signal using DWT at various levels.
Step 3-Feature Extraction: The standard deviation (SD) for location of fault is extracted using 5-level DWT.
Step 4-Traning: The extracted SD values for various cases were used for training ANFIS system. The dilated or compressed form of mother wavelet implies scaling and shifting of mother wavelet in the time domain is called translation. The wavelet transform can be analyzed in two ways such as Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Among these two methods, the latter is extensively used because of the following reasons [23, 24] ,
•
CWT is highly redundant transform as its wavelet coefficients contain more information than necessary.
Construction of CWT inverse is more difficult.
Proposed HIF Detection Methodology
Step 4-Traning: The extracted SD values for various cases were used for training ANFIS system.
Step 5-Classification: Trained ANFIS based classifier algorithm identify the type of fault that occurs in the system. Step 5-Classification: Trained ANFIS based classifier algorithm identify the type of fault that occurs in the system. 
Discrete Wavelet Transform
The DWT is a powerful time-frequency signal processing information tool which allows the signal to be sampled with localized transients and produces non-redundant restoration of signal. Moreover, it produces better spatial and spectral localization of signal. In recent decades, such advanced powerful tool has been used for designing the protective relays. In DWT, the fault current signal x(t) is decomposed into low and high frequency components such as approximation (A) and detailed coefficients (D) as shown in underlying Equations (1)-(4) [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] ,
The low frequency component of the signal i.e., approximation coefficients undergoes the decomposition up to N level called decomposition level to extract the original information from the noise and it is given in equation as below,
In general the signal is represented as,
where N is the decomposition level and the optimal decomposition with L levels is allowed under the condition as given below (5),
During the process of signal decomposition, the fault current signal at each level has been divided into different frequency bands as defined below, =
where 'B' is the bandwidth of each level in Hz and 'F' is the Sampling Frequency in Hz.
Choice of Mother Wavelet
Selection of mother wavelet has been done by determining the decomposition at best level using Equations (5) and (6). The mother wavelet plays a major role and it depends on sampling frequency 
Discrete Wavelet Transform
During the process of signal decomposition, the fault current signal at each level has been divided into different frequency bands as defined below,
Choice of Mother Wavelet
Selection of mother wavelet has been done by determining the decomposition at best level using Equations (5) and (6) . The mother wavelet plays a major role and it depends on sampling frequency of the signal and frequency band of each levels. The sampling frequency acts as a filter at each level to find the best level of decompositions. Moreover, mother wavelet also depends on the type of application. In this study, detecting and analyzing low amplitude, short duration, fast decaying oscillating type of high frequency fault current signal DWT has been applied. One of the most popular mother wavelet of Daubichies's wavelet (Db9) has been used for wide range of application [30] . In this proposed work of fault analysis, sampling frequency of 20 kHz is considered for decomposing the signal into different levels with 5000 points in length for each phase of current signal. The band of frequencies captured for each level is varied and it is calculated using Equation (6) as shown in Table 1 . The transients present at each subsequent level decreases compared to the previous level. The results have shown the transients were completely eradicated at level 5.
The mother wavelet of db9 has been used, because of its high Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) compared to other mother wavelet of db4, db5, db7, and db8. In addition, it has the advantage of efficient way of reconstructing the original signal from sampled signal without loss of information. This section presents the feature extraction to identify the type of fault that occurs in the system. The feature or training data called standard deviation (SD) of fault current signal (x i ) is obtained for each phase under different fault conditions using Equation (7) as given below,
where, x = 1 n ∑ n i=1 x i , x is the data vector and n is the number of elements in that data vector. The extracted SD values for each phase under various fault conditions with different value of fault resistance from the detailed and approximation coefficients of DWT is used for training the intelligence based classifier such as fuzzy logic system (FLS) and ANFIS for classification of different types of fault and to locate the HIF.
Intelligence-Based Classifier
This section presents the intelligence method of classifying the faults that occurs in power system. The intelligence techniques used in this paper are Fuzzy logic and ANFIS method to identify the HIF fault as described below,
Fuzzy Logic System
Fuzzy Logic System (FLS) is a form of many-valued logic with a set of common-sense rules. Furthermore, it is flexible, tolerant to imprecise data and natural language. Hence, this method is used to classify the type of fault that occurs in the system. The steps to be followed for training FLS is given in Figure 5 and also detailed as below [31, 32] ,
Step 1: Define the problem and classify the data i.e., SD values
Step 2: Define the input and output fuzzy sets with variable name.
Step 3: Define the type of member function for each variable.
Step 4: Frame the rules.
Step 5: Built and test the system.
Step 6: Tune and validate the system.
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Step 6: Tune and validate the system. The fuzzy system has 3 inputs (S1, S2, and S3) and 1 output. For each phase, 4 triangular membership functions have been chosen such as HIF, ground, normal and fault. The range of values selected for each membership functions are 8 to 16 for HIF, 17 to 24 for normal, 25 to 35 for ground and 27 to 47 for fault. The output membership function has 6 triangular memberships function named as Normal, HIF, three phase fault, LL, LG and LLG fault.
The fuzzy rules are framed using S1,S2and S3 as phase A, Phase B and phase C are shown below,
• If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is Normal) • If (S1 is fault) and (S2 is fault) and (S3 is fault) then (trip output is ABC fault) • If (S1 is ground) and (S2 is ground) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is ABG fault) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is ground) and (S3 is ground) then (trip output is BCG fault) • If (S1 is ground) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is ground) then (trip output is ACG fault) • If (S1 is ground) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is AG fault) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is ground) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is BG fault) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is ground) then (trip output is CG fault) • If (S1 is fault) and (S2 is fault) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is AB fault) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is fault) and (S3 is fault) then (trip output is BC fault) • If (S1 is fault) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is fault) then (trip output is AC fault) • If (S1 is HIF) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is HIF fault at Phase A) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is HIF) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is HIF fault at PhaseB) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is HIF) then (trip output is HIF fault at Phase C)
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Interface System (ANFIS) is one of the greatest tradeoff among ANNs The fuzzy system has 3 inputs (S1, S2, and S3) and 1 output. For each phase, 4 triangular membership functions have been chosen such as HIF, ground, normal and fault. The range of values selected for each membership functions are 8 to 16 for HIF, 17 to 24 for normal, 25 to 35 for ground and 27 to 47 for fault. The output membership function has 6 triangular memberships function named as Normal, HIF, three phase fault, LL, LG and LLG fault.
• If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is Normal) • If (S1 is fault) and (S2 is fault) and (S3 is fault) then (trip output is ABC fault) • If (S1 is ground) and (S2 is ground) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is ABG fault) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is ground) and (S3 is ground) then (trip output is BCG fault) • If (S1 is ground) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is ground) then (trip output is ACG fault) • If (S1 is ground) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is AG fault) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is ground) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is BG fault) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is ground) then (trip output is CG fault) • If (S1 is fault) and (S2 is fault) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is AB fault) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is fault) and (S3 is fault) then (trip output is BC fault) • If (S1 is fault) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is fault) then (trip output is AC fault) • If (S1 is HIF) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is HIF fault at Phase A)
• If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is HIF) and (S3 is normal) then (trip output is HIF fault at PhaseB) • If (S1 is normal) and (S2 is normal) and (S3 is HIF) then (trip output is HIF fault at Phase C)
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Interface System (ANFIS) is one of the greatest tradeoff among ANNs and fuzzy logic systems, offering smoothness due to the fuzzy control interpolation and adaptability due to the ANN back propagation. ANFIS provide a technique for the implementation of fuzzy inference system to adaptive networks for developing fuzzy rules with proper membership functions to have required inputs and outputs. An adaptive network is a feed-forward multi-layer neural network with adaptive nodes in which the outputs are predicted on the parameters of the adaptive nodes and the adjustment of parameters due to error term is specified by the learning rules. ANFIS is a class of ANN, which incorporates both ANN and fuzzy logic principles and has benefits of both techniques in a single framework as follows [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] :
• It is capable of handling complex and nonlinear problems even if the targets are not given.
•
The learning duration of ANFIS is very short than Neural Network (NN) which implies that ANFIS reaches the target faster than neural network.
Reduces the complexity of the problem, in case of system with huge amount of data.
In training of the data, ANFIS gives result with minimum total error compared to other type of NN.
ANFIS is an intelligent adaptive data learning method which maps the input and output through the input and output member function. From the input-output data, ANFIS adjusts the membership function using least square method or back propagation descent method for linear and non-linear system. The Sugeno fuzzy model has been proposed for creating the fuzzy rules from a given input-output data set. A typical Sugeno fuzzy rule is expressed in the following form [3, 4] : IF x 1 is A 1 AND x 2 is A 2 AND x m is A m THEN y = f (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ) where x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m are input variables; A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A m are fuzzy sets. When y is a constant, a zero-order sugeno fuzzy model is obtained in which the subsequent of a rule is specified by a singleton. When y is a first-order polynomial equation, (i.e.,) y = k 0 + k 1 *x 1 +k 2 *x 2 + . . . + k m *x m , a first-order sugeno fuzzy model is obtained. The following Figure 6 illustrates the ANFIS structure with 6 layers. due to the ANN back propagation. ANFIS provide a technique for the implementation of fuzzy inference system to adaptive networks for developing fuzzy rules with proper membership functions to have required inputs and outputs. An adaptive network is a feed-forward multi-layer neural network with adaptive nodes in which the outputs are predicted on the parameters of the adaptive nodes and the adjustment of parameters due to error term is specified by the learning rules. ANFIS is a class of ANN, which incorporates both ANN and fuzzy logic principles and has benefits of both techniques in a single framework as follows [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] :
ANFIS is an intelligent adaptive data learning method which maps the input and output through the input and output member function. From the input-output data, ANFIS adjusts the membership function using least square method or back propagation descent method for linear and non-linear system. The Sugeno fuzzy model has been proposed for creating the fuzzy rules from a given inputoutput data set. A typical Sugeno fuzzy rule is expressed in the following form [3, 4] :
IF x1 is A1 AND x2 is A2 AND xm is Am THEN y = f (x1, x2, …,xm) wherex1, x2, …,xm are input variables; A1, A2, …, Am are fuzzy sets. When y is a constant, a zero-order sugeno fuzzy model is obtained in which the subsequent of a rule is specified by a singleton. When y is a first-order polynomial equation, (i.e.,) y = k0 + k1*x1 +k2*x2 + … + km*xm, a first-order sugeno fuzzy model is obtained. The following Figure 6 illustrates the ANFIS structure with 6 layers. The 6 Layers in the ANFIS structures are input layer, fuzzification layer, rule layer, normalisation layer, defuzzification layer and output layer respectively. The input to the ANFIS detection model are standard deviation values of each phase of three phase system obtained by DWT analysis of fault current signal simulated by MATLAB model of radial distribution network. The output of ANFIS is the type of fault that occurs in the system.
The network is trained for the input-output data set with MATLAB ANFIS editor, which adjusts the MFs directly based on the data set. Four variables with triangular membership function are assigned for each input variable and the output is chosen to be constant because of its sugeno model. Fourteen rules are framed using FIS and 45 input-output data set is used for training ANFIS. The trained output data are shown in Table 2 . LG (AG) 0. 6 7 LG (BG) 0. 7 8 LG ( The obtained output result of 0.2 in MATLAB/Simulink ANFIS structure for trained data indicates the type of fault that occurs in the distribution system is HIF fault as shown in the Figure 7 . LG (AG) 0. 6 7 LG (BG) 0. 7 8 LG The obtained output result of 0.2 in MATLAB/Simulink ANFIS structure for trained data indicates the type of fault that occurs in the distribution system is HIF fault as shown in the Figure 7 . 
Results and Discussion

Matlab Simulation Results for Different Cases
The radial distribution network system model of 13.8 kV with five distribution feeders for various fault study is located in Basque country (Spain) which is shown in Figure 1 is developed using MATLAB. The HIF fault model designed using MATLAB as depicted in Figure 8 consists of saw tooth current controller, constant resistor, variable resistor of non-linear fashion and diodes. The developed model has better dynamic arc current characteristics which depicts the non-linearity of ground resistance. The presented HIF model, symmetrical and asymmetrical fault is applied to the feeder network and the current waveform is captured for fault time period of 0.02 to 0.08 s to study the type of fault that occurs in the system.
The three phase current waveform measured in p.u under normal condition is shown in Figure  9 used as a reference signal to identify the disturbances or abnormalities that occurs in the system. The several faults such as Line to Ground (LG), Line to Line (LL),Double Line to Ground (LLG), three phase (LLLG), and high impedance fault (HIF) are applied to the feeder network and corresponding 
Results and Discussion
Matlab Simulation Results for Different Cases
The radial distribution network system model of 13.8 kV with five distribution feeders for various fault study is located in Basque country (Spain) which is shown in Figure 1 is developed using MATLAB. The HIF fault model designed using MATLAB as depicted in Figure 8 consists of saw tooth current controller, constant resistor, variable resistor of non-linear fashion and diodes. The developed model has better dynamic arc current characteristics which depicts the non-linearity of ground resistance. The presented HIF model, symmetrical and asymmetrical fault is applied to the feeder network and the current waveform is captured for fault time period of 0.02 to 0.08 s to study the type of fault that occurs in the system. The three phase current waveform measured in p.u under normal condition is shown in Figure 9 used as a reference signal to identify the disturbances or abnormalities that occurs in the system. The several faults such as Line to Ground (LG), Line to Line (LL),Double Line to Ground (LLG), three phase (LLLG), and high impedance fault (HIF) are applied to the feeder network and corresponding three phase current in p.u during fault is shown in Figures 10-14 respectively. It is observed that the transient or high frequency noise occurs during clearance and occurrence of fault. Moreover, it is seen that the magnitude of fault currents (p.u) in the case of LG, LL, LLG, and LLLG is very high but the magnitude of fault current (p.u) in case of HIF is low and it seems to be slightly higher than the normal three phase current of the system and the magnitude of HIF current in the Phase C of one of the feeder network is shown in Figure 15 . Therefore, it is more challenging to detect this type of fault by conventional methods of fault protection scheme. This challenge has been addressed by the classifier method developed in this research. 
DWT Analysis
The DWT analysis of current signal under different states of distribution system such as Normal, LG, LL, LLG, LLLG and HIF is carried out with the fault resistance of Rf = 0.01 ohm in this section. The current signal of all phases under Normal operation of the system and also the current signal of faulty phases of different faults is shown from Figures 16-27 respectively for better understanding. It is seen the magnitude of noise presents in the level d1 to d3 is high for all cases of fault and the transients are completely eradicated in the level d4 and d5. A5 is the approximation signal of level d5 and the feature extraction (SD values) obtained using Equation (7) presented in Section 3.1.2 is given in Table 3 . 
The DWT analysis of current signal under different states of distribution system such as Normal, LG, LL, LLG, LLLG and HIF is carried out with the fault resistance of R f = 0.01 ohm in this section. The current signal of all phases under Normal operation of the system and also the current signal of faulty phases of different faults is shown from Figures 16-27 respectively for better understanding. It is seen the magnitude of noise presents in the level d1 to d3 is high for all cases of fault and the transients are completely eradicated in the level d4 and d5. A5 is the approximation signal of level d5 and the feature extraction (SD values) obtained using Equation (7) presented in Section 3.1.2 is given in Table 3 . 
The DWT analysis of current signal under different states of distribution system such as Normal, LG, LL, LLG, LLLG and HIF is carried out with the fault resistance of Rf = 0.01 ohm in this section. The current signal of all phases under Normal operation of the system and also the current signal of faulty phases of different faults is shown from Figures 16-27 respectively for better understanding. It is seen the magnitude of noise presents in the level d1 to d3 is high for all cases of fault and the transients are completely eradicated in the level d4 and d5. A5 is the approximation signal of level d5 and the feature extraction (SD values) obtained using Equation (7) presented in Section 3.1.2 is given in Table 3 . The samples for training the classifier were obtained by varying the fault resistance and the SD values for this case can be obtained similar to SD values with R f = 0.01 ohm, presented in Table 4 .
The rules are framed using the SD values of current signal for different value of fault resistance to train FLS and ANFIS system. 
The results obtained from FIS and ANFIS are shown in Table 4 , which shows that the success rate and discrimination rate of FIS is 66.67% and 85% respectively. On the other hand, the ANFIS method of classification has the success and discrimination rate of 100% which proves to be a more effective method of classifying the HIF fault than the FIS system.
Conclusions
In this research, a medium voltage distribution network of 13.8 kV has been simulated using MATLAB (R14)/Simulink (5.0) by applying various types of faults in the feeder of distribution network. The current waveform obtained in each case of normal, symmetrical, asymmetrical and high impedance fault (HIF) has been analyzed using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) of Db9 mother wavelet in order to locate the type of fault in the distribution system. The signal has been sampled using DWT with different band of frequencies which is represented as 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th level of detailed coefficient and approximation level of 5 of current signal. The SD values obtained from DWT analysis of each case has been used to classify the type of fault occurred in the feeder network. To classify the type of fault, wide amount of data can be obtained by simulating the network with different values of fault resistance such as 0.01, 40, 50, and 70 ohm which is used to train the FLS and ANFIS classifier. It is observed from the results that the FLS method of classification has led to misclassification in the case of HIF and LL fault and even some times has shown the HIF condition to be normal condition. But, ANFIS method of classification has given an appropriate solution in case of misclassification. The success and discrimination rate of FLS method have been 66.67% and 85% where as ANFIS method of classification can provide 100% of success and discrimination rate. Hence, it is concluded that the ANFIS method of fault classification is 33.37% more effective to identify the high impedance fault and 15% effective in overall identifying the type of disturbances that occur in radial distribution system than FLS. 
